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Email: chiarami@shu.edu cell: 610-716-7522
Office: McQuaid Hall, Room 133
Office Hours: Mondays and Wednesdays 1:00pm - 2:15pm
Class Meetings:
> Section 3101 AA: Mondays and Wednesdays from 2:30pm until 3:45pm
> Section 3101 AB: Mondays and Wednesdays from 4:-00pm until 4:15pm
Course Description
The purpose of this undergraduate course is to investigate and analyze historical and
contemporary concepts of leadership and explore traits, strategies, and techniques that define
leadership. Attention is given to such topics as leadership and culture, leadership traits, power
and influence, patterns of leadership (charismatic, transformational and servant leadership), and
the effectiveness of leadership in organizational settings. Although there is an emphasis on
political/organizational leadership, the course blends theory and practice and relies on an
interdisciplinary approach drawing from relevant social and behavioral sciences including ethics,
philosophy, psychology and sociology.
Course Objectives
By ihe end of this course students will:
> Recognize the underlying issues that define leadership and be comfortable conversing
about the utility and limitations of the theories, types, and functions of leadership
> Define the cultural, organizational, personal, political, psychological, relational, and
situational forces that shape leaders’ behavior
> Recognize the concepts-and uses- of power and influence
> Appreciate diversity and cross-cultural communication leadership skills
I
r Idcnti J\ the methods and strategies used by various leaders to accomplish their vision in
an ever-changing environment and to understand the factors contributing to leadership
effectiveness
> Have a sufficient knowledge base to better assess their (own) potential for leadership
> Synthesize information and articulate questions and state positions
> Draft documents and position papers succinctly and convincingly
Course Materials
The required textbook for this class is Howard Gardner’s Leading Minds: An Anatomy of
Leadership. New York: Basic Books. 1995. ISBN-13: 978-0-4650-8280-3
An optional textbook is Ronald 1 leifetz's Leadership Without Easy Answers. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1998. ISBN-13: 978-0674518582
Additional readings are hyperlinked below in weekly assignments.
Course Requirements and Grading
1. Class attendance and substantive participation valued at 25 points. Please note that this
includes posting to the Discussion section (online) in a timely manner and meeting the
objectives of the assignments. In class as well as online dialogues should be relevant and
exhibit a qualih of reflection beyond opinion as well as include appropriate references
2. Your lirst Position Paper is due on or before midnight on Wednesday, September 17
,h
(Week Three); this paper should be 2-3 pages and is not graded as it intends to be a
sample of your research, critical thinking, and writing competencies as well as to
provide you with my feedback regarding my expectations and critiquing style.
3. Your second Position Paper is due on or before midnight on Wednesday, October 1st
(Week Five); this 2-3 page paper is valued at 10 points
4. The Midterm is due on or before midnight on Wednesday, October 24lh (Week Eight);
this 5-6 page paper is valued at 20 points
5. Your third Position Paper is due on or before midnight on Wednesday, November 12lh
(Week Eleven): this 3-4 page paper is valued at 15 points
6. All weekly Discussion Board ( Blackboard) assignments are figured into you Participation
grade (see # 1 )
7. A Final Paper in the form of a brief term-paper (10-12 pages) that identifies and analyzes
the leadership pattern of a historical or contemporary political leader of choice. The final
paper is valued at 30 points (please see below for more details regarding this assignment)
Class Attendance and Participation
Attendance at each class meeting is expected. Instructors may take class attendance into account
when determining grades as long as a clear statement on attendance policy and its impact on
grading are given to students within the syllabus at the start of the semester. In addition, it is
expected by Professor Chiaradonna that students come to class prepared to discuss reading
assignments as well as current events relative to Leadership.
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Students whose absences, in the judgment of the instructor, are causing performance below
reasonable expectations may be referred to their dean for appropriate action. Students who are
recipients of federal or state aid for a given term may compromise their eligibility to retain that
aid if they fail to attend class and/or do not earn academic credit for their courses.





























Your instructor (Professor C.) uses the following to assist in his grading:
Superior mastery of subject matter, with evidence of independence
and originality of thought
Above average mastery of subject matter
Acceptable mastery of subject matter
Passing Limited mastery of subject matter










1 . The in-class as well as online discussions, are based on lectures and reading assignments.
It is imperative that students attend class, engage in the open dialogue, and take class
notes as needed .
2 I he expectation is that students come to class prepared, i .e.. having read the assigned
materials and primed to actively participate.
3. It is important that the assignments be an individual endeavor (unless the instructor
directs otherwise) and must be completed on time. Please be mindful that points will be
deducted for assignments not handed in on time.
4. In this course, academic integrity is of highest importance. Consequently, plagiarism will
not be tolerated and will result in a failing grade, potential damage to your academic
standing, and possible expulsion from the Whitehead School and the University.
5. Students are expected to attend classes regularly and will be held responsible for
materials covered in class. Attendance will be taken at the beginning of each class.
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6. Under the Americans with Disabilities Act and §504 of the Civil Rights Restoration Act,
students at Seton Hall University who have a disability may be eligible for
accommodations in this course. Should a student require such accommodations, he or
she must self-identify at the Office for Disability Support Services (DSS), Room 67,
Duffy Hall and work with DSS to develop a plan for accommodations. The contact
person is Mrs. Linda Walter at 973-313-6003.
Please Note:
I 'or each written assignment, your work is assessed according to three key criteria. How well
you fulfill each of these criteria will determine your grade for the assignment.
1 . Completing the task. Did the student accomplish the assignment’s core objective and its
ancillary objectives? Did s/he follow the directions and complete the entire task?
2. Professional composition. Is the written work composed professionally? Is there one or
less style, grammar, spelling, or typographical error on each page? Can the reader
comprehend the author’s intent and the information expressed in the writing?
3. Mastery of concepts and analytical skill. Did the student demonstrate her/his mastery
of the concepts used in the assignment? Does the student understand the material
covered in class and in the readings?
If the assignment shows fulfillment of all three criteria, it merits an A (or the top points earned
for the assignment). For each criterion missed, the assignment has points reduced relative to the
missing criteria. If none of the criteria are met but the assignment shows effort and the potential
for improvement, it is assigned a D. If none of the criteria are met and it is obvious that the
author did not put any effort into the assignment or if there is no potential for improvement, an F
(or zero points) is given. Assignments not submitted do not receive credit (0%).
Your final grade computation (between 0 and 100 points) for DIPL 3101 is assigned a letter
grade according to the grading scale for undergraduates (please see your student handbook)
A Note on the Assessment of your Written Assignments
Please know that a writing rubric (see Appendix A) is used for each written assignment and is
returned -with instructor comments- to each student. Your instructor (Chiaradonna) uses a
developmental approach to written assignments, that is, he expects students to read the
comments and recommendations and ensure that subsequent written assignments have applied
the suggestions from previous papers.
Final Paper
Each student has the opportunity to craft their own final paper on anything associated with
leadership (Gardner readings; other readings; concepts; etc.). In addition, each student has
freedom-ol-choice in the structure and format of their final paper, that is, if you want to write an
essay, or a position paper, or a mini-research paper, or a critical review, etc., you make the





Wednesday, September 3. Introduction and expectations; overview (meet in-class)
Week 2
Monday, September 8 (in-class) What is Leadership?
Come to class prepared to discuss what leadership means to you; identify a few leaders and
determine the characteristics that -for you- make her/him a leader
Wednesday, September 10. (Online: Blackboard)
Online Discussion topics;
Professor C. will post three Discussion Questions by midnight on Wednesday. Each student is to
respond to two (2) of the three questions and at least one of the responses from your peers. All
responses are due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, September 14tlh' Each response should be a
minimum of fifty (50) words.
One of the questions that will be asked is: “Pundits and scholars alike are saying that 20lh Century
leadership won’t do (is outdated and ineffective) for 21s* Century issues?” What does that mean?
Week 3
Monday, September 15 (in-class) A Framework for Leadership
Textbook: Gardner's Leading Minds: Chapters /, 2, and 3
r Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say in Part 1 of his book.
Wednesday, September 17. (Online)
First written assignment due by midnight September 1911' (via email)
> Position Paper (see Appendix C for helpful hints on crafting a Position Paper)
> Each student can select her/his topic of choice (related to leadership, of course); 2-3
pages
> This first written assignment is not graded as it intends to familiarize me with your
writing style and you with my critique methods.
\V cdncsda\ \s Online Discussion Topics:
Professor C. will post three Discussion Questions by midnight on Wednesday. Each student is to
respond to two (2) of the three questions and at least one of the responses from your peers. All
responses are due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, September 21st - Each response should be a
minimum of fifty (50) words.
One of the questions that will be asked is: Gardner says, “the gap between a prototypical indirect
leader and a prototypical direct leader is not absolute one can proceed in small steps from an
Einstein or a Woolf all the way to a Thatcher or a Gandhi.” What does he mean?
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Week 4
Monday, September 22 (in-class) From Domains to Nations
Textbook: Gardner’s Leading Minds: Chapters 4 and 5.
> Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say about Margaret Mead and J .
Robert Oppenheimer. Agree, disagree? Why?
Also, come to class ready (and willing) to discuss your ideas for a topic for your final paper.
Please know that you can engage me via email prior to class if you want to “run by me” some
ideas about a possible topic .
Wednesday, September 24 (online)
Online Discussion Topics:
Professor C. will post three Discussion Questions by midnight on Wednesday. Each student is to
respond to two (2) of the three questions and at least one of the responses from your peers. All
responses are due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, September 28lh Each response should be a
minimum of fifty (50) words.
One of the questions that will be asked is: Gardner reports about J. Robert Oppenheimer’s abilities
beyond being a brilliant physicist and that a long time friend, Paul Horgan, said of Oppenheimer:
“|he’s| a first class manipulator of the imagination and interpreter of it.” What docs Mr. Horgan
mean and how is ( hat relevant to leadership?
Week 5
Monday, September 29 (in-class)
Textbook: Gardner’s Leading Minds: Chapters 6 and 7.
1. Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say about Robert Maynard
Hutchins and Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. Agree, disagree? Why?
Also, come lo class ready to finalize your selection of a topic for your final paper.
Wednesday, October 1 (Online)
Second written assignment due by midnight October 3rd. (via email)
> Position Paper (see Appendix C for helpful hints on crafting a Position Paper)
> Select topic of choice (related to leadership, of course); 2-3 pages
> This written assignment is graded; value is 10 points.
Wednesday's Online Discussion Topics:
Professor C. will post three Discussion Questions by midnight on Wednesday. Each student is to
respond to two (2) of the three questions and at least one of the responses from your peers. All
responses are due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, October 5lh Each response should be a
minimum of fifty (50) words.
One of the questions that will be asked is: Gardner says about Robert Maynard Hutchins (who
became the President of the prestigious University of Chicago): “If ever an American youth was
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targeted for future leadership, it was Hutchins.” What does Gardner mean by that simple
statement? Do you agree or disagree, and why?
Week 6
Monday, October 6 (meet in class)
Textbook: Gardner’s Leading Minds: Chapters 8, 9, and 10.
2. Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say about George C. Marshall,
Pope John XXIII, and Eleanor Agree, disagree, and why?
Wednesday, October 8 (Online)
Online Discussion Topics:
Professor C. will post three Discussion Questions by midnight on Wednesday. All responses are
due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, October 12lh. Each response should be a minimum of fifty
(50) words.
This week’s online discussion questions will center on each of the respective leaders; please answer
all three questions (following) and you need not post to one of your peer’s response this week
(unless you prefer to).
1. Gardner says about George C. Marshall: “Paradoxically, Marshall finally received the
promotion for which he had aspired for the same reason that he had been so long denied it:
politics” Please explain.
2. Gardner says of Pope John XXIII: “Although John’s papacy turned out to be less than five
years long, it was anything but uneventful. By the time of his death on June 3, 1963, he had
challenged many of the unquestioned assumptions of the church and had launched initiatives
that promised to change the church’s presence throughout the world.” Please explain.
3. Gardner says of Eleanor Roosevelt: “ From her vantage point as the wife of a governor, then as
the wife of a president, and finally as a woman on her own, Eleanor Roosevelt promoted a
range of issues in which she strongly believed. She also showed Americans-and particularly
American women- that it was possible for a woman-without-portfolio to exert a significant
influence in the national and international political realms.” Please explain.
Week 7
Monday, October 13 (meet in class)
Textbook: Gardner’s Leading Minds: Chapters 11 and 12.
> Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say about Martin Luther King, Jr.
and Margaret Thatcher. Agree, disagree, and why?
Wednesday, October 15 (Online)
Online Discussion Topics:
Professor C. will post three Discussion Questions by midnight on Wednesday. Each student is to
respond to two (2) of the three questions and at least one of the responses from your peers,
responses are due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, October 19'h. Each response should be a
minimum of fifty (50) words.
All
One of the questions that will be asked is: In the beginning of the chapter on Martin Luther King
Jr., Gardner uses a quote from Henry Kissinger: “A great leader must be an educator, bridging the
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gap between the vision ami the familiar. But he [and she) must also be willing to walk alone to
enable his [and her] society to follow the path he [and she ) has selected.” Please explain.
Week 8
Monday October 20 (in-class)
Textbook: Gardner’s Leading Minds: Chapter 13
> Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say about A Generation of World
Leaders. Agree, disagree, and why?
Wednesday, October 23 (Online)
Midterm
Due by midnight on Friday, October 25lh
Craft an essay, term paper, critical review, or position paper on any of the leaders from
Gardner’s book -or a leader of your choice (5-7 pages).
There are no Online Discussion Topics for this week.
Week 9
Monday, October 27 ( in-class)
No readings from the Gardner text lor this class.
However, please come prepared to share your ideas about the so-called Common Good
Open discussion regarding questions and concerns about your Final Paper.
Wednesday, October 29 (Online)
Online Discussion Topics:
Instead of the instructor asking questions, this week’s DBoard will direct each student to respond to
the following:
In your view, what are the top three -in rank order- problems facing the world today? Please
explain win you selected these three specific problems.
All responses are due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, November 2nd. Each response should
be a minimum of fifty (50) words.
Week 10
Monday, November 3 (in-class)
Leadership Beyond National Boundaries
Textbook: Gardner’s Leading Minds: Chapter 14
> Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say about Jean Monnet and
Mahatma Gandhi . Agree, disagree, and why?
Wednesday, November 5 (Online)
Online Discussion Topics:
Professor C. will post three Discussion Questions by midnight on Wednesday. Each student is to
respond to two (2) of the three questions and at least one of the responses from your peers. All
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responses are due to be posted by midnight on Sunday, November 9lh. Each response should be a
minimum of fifty (SO) words.
One of the questions that will be asked is: Toward the end of his book Gardner states, “The
generation of world leaders did not undertake such systematic immersions in a socially organized
domain of stud) . Instead, more adventurous in temperament, they set out to explore and perhaps
conquer the wider world of human affairs.” Please explain.
Week 11
Monday, November 10 (in-class)
Lessons from the Past, Implications for the Future
Textbook: Gardner’s Leading Minds: Chapter 15
> Come to class prepared to discuss what Gardner has to say about the past and future
Agree, disagree, and why?
Wednesday , November 12 (Online)
Online Discussion Topics:
Students are asked to post questions and make comments (beginning at midnight on Wednesday,
November and ending at midnight on Sunday, November 16"') about anything read, discussed in class
or online, and otherwise considered throughout this semester ... in a sense, this week’s online
discussion assignment is simply an open forum -enjoy!
Week 12
Monday November 17
Topic to be discussed: The Release of Human Possibilities
Wednesday November 19
Online Discussion Topics:
Students are asked to post a Political Cartoon -related to leadership. Please be mindful of your
peers sensibilities and sensitivities without wholly editing yourself. Also, please do not post




Wednesday , November 26
Professor C. will meet with anyone-or any small group- face-to-face as needed on either
Monday or Wednesday
Wednesday’s Online Discussion Topics: post questions, concerns, or points needing clarification
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Week 14
Monday, December 1 (n-class)
Open discussion regarding the Final Paper
End-of-Course Evaluations
Wednesday, December 3 (Online)
Online Discussion Topics: post questions, concerns, or points needing clarification
Week 15 December 8
No classes ( Reading Days)
Professor C. will meet one-on-one (or in small groups) as needed.
Monday, December 8
Wednesday, December 10
'1'he Final Paper (30 points) is due by midnight on Friday, December 12th. Prefer the paper
be sent via email and attachment or via Blackboard. However, please know you can leave a
hard cop> in my mailbox in room #133 of McQuaid Hall ... thank you!
I Q
Additional Reading (optional)
Bollen, K. and R. Jackman. 1989. “Democracy, Stabilities, and Dichotomies.” American
Sociological Review. 54:612-21
Crossette. B.. Women s Global Views Examined by Survey New York Times. (June 7, 2000)
Please connect to: http: -7ethemes.pearsoncmu.com/0205405918/article 24 'index.html
Frey, R. Scott and Ali Al-Roumi, 1999. “Democracy and the Physical Quality of Life: The
Cross National Evidence.” Social Indicators Research 47: 73-97.
Landman, Todd: Issues and methods in comparative politics, Routledge, London et al. 2003,
chapter 1: Why compare countries? pp. 3-22.
MacIntyre, A. “The Idea of a Social Science.” Against the Self-Image of the Age: Essays on
Ideology and Philosophy. New York: Shocken Books, 1971.
McKeown. Timothy J., "Case Studies and the Limits of the Quantitative Worldview,” in
Rethinking Social Inquiry.
Monbiot, G., Water World: Slipping Toward Climate Catastrophe, Environment (July 12, 2007)
Please connect to:
http://www.altemet.Org/environment/56125/http://www.alternet.org/environment/56125/?page=2
Wilson, G., Nonlinear Dynamical Systems as a Paradigm for International Relations Theory,
University of London (September 27, 1999). Read only Chapter 1, sub-title: Modeling
Complexity with Neural Networks.
( The entire document|all chapters and sub-titles] is a dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment
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Instructor: M. Chiaradonna Date:
1 Students’ papers are evaluated on overall writing ability as it pertains to the criteria
listed in the rubric below.
2 The instructor assesses the academic quality and contribution of the paper as it
relates to the specified objectives of the assignment as well as to the guidelines for
graduate writing standards.
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Academic Position Paper Notes
For purposes of our course, DIPL 3101 Concepts of Leadership, please know the
assignments for position papers (there are three; two for grades) are intended for
students to write about the topic of leadership without the research and sourcing
typically expected from a term or research paper.
With that said, this does not mean the position papers are entirely opinion. Indeed,
ideas and concepts put forward by students are to include substantiation of opinions
and positions as evidenced by the course and other readings.
Position papers intend to present an arguable opinion regarding an issue and the goal
of the paper is to articulate an opinion that is valid and persuasive; it most certainly must
also meet the objectives of the particular assignment.
At a minimum, it is important for position papers to show support of your argument with
sufficient evidence indicating its veracity and validity as well as counterclaims indicating
you are well informed on both sides of the argument.
To establish whether you will be able to present a balance strong argument, consider
selecting your topic/issue based on your responses to the following questions:
1. Is this a real (bona fide) issue that has genuine controversy and uncertainty?
2. Are you able to clearly (distinctively) articulate two positions?
3. Are you personally interested in advocating for one of these two positions?
4. Is the issue narrow enough to be managed within the confines of the
assignments?
Note:
If any student needs more specific information and/or guidance in crafting a {Position
Paper s/he should approach the instructor at the beginning of the term (before the first





Unless noted otherwise, the class schedule is as follows:
Week 1: Sept 1 Introductions; Expectations; Overview; email for Syllabus
Week 2: Sept 8 Topic: What is Leadership? The essentials
Week 3: Sept 15 Topic: Chapters 1,2,3 of Gardner book; first Position Paper due
Week 4: Sept 22
Week 5: Sept 29
Topic: Chapters 4 & 5 (Gardner); Topic for Final Paper due
Topic: Chapters 6 & 7 (Gardner); second Position Paper due (10 pts),
Week 6: Oct 6 Fall Break: No Class ( read chapters 8,9, 10, and 11: Gardner)
Week 7: Oct 13 Topic: Chapters 11 & 12 (Gardner)
Week 8: Oct 20 Midterm: Leadership: local, regional, national, international, global;
5-7 pages (20pts)
Week 9: Oct 27 Topic: Fragmentation and the Common Good
Week 10: NON 3 Panel discussions: Leadership Development
Week 11 : Nov 10 Third Position Paper due (15 pts)
Week 12: Nov 17 Topic: The Release of Human Possibilities
Week 13: Nov 24 Thanksgiving Break: No class
Week 14: Dec 1 Review and 5 min (informal presentations) on Final Paper; end-of-
course evaluations
Week 15: Dec 8 Reading days ( no classes)
Friday, Dee. 12th Final Paper (email or hard-copy) (30pts);
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